SC gives WB a week to reply to plea for post-violence SIT

Cops Didn't Act While TMC Went On Rampage: PIL

Delhi Police, New Delhi: Anna Hazare’s nanban, former TMC leader Gourab Gosh, filed a PIL in the Delhi High Court recently, seeking a SIT probe into police inactivity during the TMC violent protest in West Bengal, which had gone on for two days earlier this week. The PIL says that the police did not act when the TMC workers were rampaging in the streets, which halted public life in the state. The PIL seeks an intervention from the High Court, which is hearing the PIL on March 31.

Breathtaking barrier, three of four netas land in hospital

Kolkata: Police on Monday arrested TMC state minister Subhadra Chakraborty, TMC state general secretary Satabdi Roy, and TMC state youth leader Sujit Bose in connection with the anti-adhikar protests in West Bengal. The three were arrested as part of a statewide strike called by the TMC to demand the withdrawal of the Central government’s farm laws. The police said they have been taken to the police headquarters for questioning.

Tautkai, wife of TMC leader and WB minister Manas Bhunjal, was killed in police custody on Saturday night, according to police. She was arrested earlier that day in connection with a case of attempted murder. The police said she was transferred to the jail but later died of a heart attack.

‘Children mostly asymptomatic but capable of spreading Covid'

New Delhi: Amid the nationwide vaccination drive, the Union Health Ministry on Monday categorised children as the most asymptomatic but capable of spreading Covid. According to the data shared by the ministry, children are the most asymptomatic but capable of spreading the virus. The ministry also said that children should be vaccinated as soon as possible, as they are the most asymptomatic but capable of spreading the virus.

‘Rush to inoculate children': Amidst vaccination drive, focus on children's health

New Delhi: With schools reopen, the government is facing pressure to resume vaccination drives for children. The Ministry of Health and Family Welfare has been under pressure to resume vaccination drives for children, but the ministry has said that the focus should be on adults.

‘Rapid rise in Covid-19 cases in children': Islands declare state of crisis

Mumbai: The Maharashtra government on Monday declared a state of crisis in island areas due to a rapid rise in Covid-19 cases. The government has imposed strict lockdowns in islands like Mumbai, Thane, and Navi Mumbai, with restrictions on movement and gatherings.
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